Countrywide Legcay’s Professional Bundles

Available at a reduced rate (compared to purchasing each Package individually).

Don’t miss out on our
Professional Bundles!
We’ve made our pricing simpler and included
new comprehensive Professional Bundles

Countrywide Legacy’s Professional Bundles

Available at a reduced rate (compared to purchasing each Package individually).
We have introduced new Professional Bundles for those of you who want to offer
your clients a full estate planning service, whilst generating your own legal
documents.
We realise that making your business paperless is important in this day and age, so
we have ensured that you will have access to all our latest paperless features, at
no additional cost.
You will also have access to our latest releases, including the NEW Will Clarity
Package, the NEW CRM system, the NEW Multiple Trust Package, and more.

Professional Processing
Bundle

Professional Field Advisor
Bundle

These Packages are for professionals
who are generating the legal
documents.

These Packages are for companies who
have Field Advisors who only take
instructions for products and services.

Professional Processing bundle
Only £100 + VAT per month
for the first 12 months

Professional Field Advisor bundle
Only £20 + VAT per month
for the first 12 months

The Professional Processing Bundle
includes ALL of the below Packages
(please note: includes only one Power
of Attorney Package), at a reduced
rate.

The Professional Field Advisor Bundle
includes ALL of the below Packages,
meaning instructions can be taken for
ALL products, at a reduced rate.

Package
Essential Package

Cost Per Month
£42 + VAT

Once you’ve purchased the Essential Package, you
can bolt on our below Plus Packages to generate
even more legal documents.

Paperless Package

Essential Package

Cost Per Month

£10 + VAT

With the Essential Package, you can take instructions
for all of our products and services except for the
below Package which you will need to purchase
separately.

£10 + VAT

Will Clarity Package

£20 + VAT

Trust of Residue

£10 + VAT

Power of Attorney
(LPA, POA, EPA)

1 package is £25 + VAT
2 packages are £40 + VAT
3 packages are £50 + VAT

Document Commentary

£10 + VAT

Marketing Letters

£10 + VAT
£10 + VAT

Multiple Trusts

Package

Paperless Package

£10 + VAT

Will Clarity Package

£5+ VAT

Multiple Trusts

£5 + VAT

